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Considerations
This paper presents a method for decomposition of structural products in order to pro
the product designer with choices for feasible assemblies. The synthesis of assem
done by decomposing a complex structure obtained via structural topology optimiz
into an assembly of multiple structural members with simpler geometries. The aim
providing a systematic approach to explore a large number of decompositions prior t
detailed component design phase. Initially, the structure, which is represented as a b
image, is transformed to a graph with equivalent topology through application of im
processing algorithms. Then, the obtained graph is decomposed by a genetic algo
into subgraphs using stiffness-based criteria. Results for an example structure are gi
clarify and discuss the method.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1519276#
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1 Introduction
Most structural products, from a simple chair frame to an au

mobile body, are manufactured through assembly of various c
ponents which have simpler geometries than the end product.
sembly synthesis is the decision of which components to asse
together to achieve the end product and is done by decompos
of the end product design prior to the detailed component de
phase. From a structural point of view, it is not desirable to int
duce joints into the structure since they will decrease the stre
of the product. However, most designs are impossible to ma
facture as one single component. Therefore, assembly synthe
an inevitable step in most design cases.

Figure 1 shows an example of the decomposition of an a
motive body front consisting of the external panels~hood and
outer fenders! and the internal structures~inner fenders and radia
tor support! that connect to the rest of the internal body frame.
industry, such decompositions are typically done prior to the
tailed design of individual components, taking into account fu
tionality, manufacturability or geometry issues. However, the p
cess is nonsystematic and can result in the decompositions
might overlook one or more of the following criteria that cau
problems in the detailed design phases:

• Structural strength: The joints introduced to the structur
due to decomposition decrease the strength of the initial
sign. This effect has to be kept to a minimum.

• Manufacturability and assembleability: The decomposition
should result in components and joint features/methods wh
are physically and economically feasible.

By observing these criteria during the assembly synthesis, p
lems in subsequent design phases can be substantially red
The method presented in this paper aims at achieving a system
decomposition process applicable during conceptual de
stages, with major emphasis on structural characteristics and
nor emphasis on assembleability. Other criteria will be included
future work. The presented approach intends to provide the
signer with feedback about possible decompositions prior to
detailed design phase. By applying the presented method pri
the detailed design phase, changes in detailed design due to
tural and other issues are minimized which may be costly
time consuming.

In our method, a structure obtained via structural topology
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timization is decomposed into an assembly consisting of multi
structural members with simpler geometries. There are two m
steps in the process developed:

1. A two-dimensional bitmap image of a structure obtained v
structural topology optimization is transformed to a produ
topology graph through application of image processing
gorithms.

2. The product topology graph is decomposed into subgra
by using a genetic algorithm which results in a decompo
tion of the product with chosen mating features.

Finally, results for an example structure are presented to dem
strate the method and to discuss the results.

2 Related Work
Design for assembly~DFA! is a class of design methodologie

for improving product design based on assembly consideration
realize easy and low-cost assembly@1#. Based on the results from
the seminal work on assembly modeling and sequence genera
@2–5# a number of researchers attempted the integration of ass
bly planning and DFA@6–8#. Although proven effective, these
approaches require detailed component geometry as input, h
limiting their application to early phases of the design process

To overcome this limitation, Mantripragada et al.@9,10# devel-
oped a method to predict the propagation of dimensional va
tions based on Datum Flow Chain, a logical relationship amo
the component dimensions. Although this approach does not
quire detailed component geometry, the product decomposi
must be specified a priori by a designer.

in
-
Fig. 1 Example of decomposition of an automobile body front
002 by ASME DECEMBER 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 593
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Graph decomposition@11# has been applied to mechanical d
sign, such as model-based decomposition of design problems@12#
and manufacturing feature recognition@13#. Among the most rel-
evant is the application to automatic assembly sequence gen
tion, where a disassembly sequence~assumed to be the reverse o
an assembly sequence! is generated by sequential binary decom
positions~i.e., cuts! of a graph of connections of an assembl
product@2–5#. Feasibility of each binary decomposition is dete
mined by checking the precedence relationship of two subass
blies subject to partition using human input@2–3# or geometric
reasoning@5#.

Recently, Wang et al.@14,15# developed a system which de
composes an unfolded sheet metal product based on the de
position of a spanning tree of the face-adjacency graph of
product. Although their focus is similar to the presented resea
the system does not consider the structural issues of the prod
Also, the approach does not address the issue of dimensiona
rors in cutting, bending and joining.

3 Assembly Synthesis Method
The proposed assembly synthesis method@16–18# consists of

two major procedures. First, the topology graph of a structu
which is obtained via structural topology optimization, is co
structed by application of image processing algorithms on
two-dimensional bitmap image of the structure. The next step
the decomposition of the topology graph using a genetic al
rithm. It should be noted that the focus~also an original contribu-
tion! of the current work is theextraction and decompositionof
the structural topology, rather than the generation of the optim
structural topology that have been addressed previously by a n
ber of researchers.

3.1 Structural Topology Optimization. Structural topol-
ogy design methods, such as the homogenization design me
@19# and the genetic algorithm based@20#, enable top-down syn-
thesis of an optimal structure topology that fits within a specifi
design domain from the specification of loading and bound
conditions. As illustrated in Fig. 2, these methods take as input
design domains and the loading and boundary conditions,
then produce through finite element analyses a discretized im
~bitmap or grayscale! of an optimal material distribution in the
design domain which, for example, maximizes stiffness at
loading point subject to weight constraints. In most cases, e
pixel in the output image corresponds to a finite element. T
methods also allow the design domain to be multiply-connec
~i.e., to have holes!.

3.2 Construction of Product Topology Graphs. Figure 3
outlines the flow of the transformation process. First, topology
the output image is extracted by identifying the distinct segme
in the output image~Fig. 3~b!!. Next, the resulting segments ar
labeled, and their connectivities are checked to produce a pro
topology graph~Fig. 3~c!!. The extraction of product topology is
accomplished by the successive application of standard digital
age processing algorithms such as dilation, skeletonization,
the Hough transform@21#, as well as nonstandard algorithms su
as primary line extraction and topological segmentation.

Fig. 2 Structural topology design method: The right figure
shows a structure with maximum stiffness occupying 40% of
the design domain. The result is obtained by using Topology
Optimization Web site at the Technical University of Denmark
„http: ÕÕwww.topopt.dtu.dk Õ….
594 Õ Vol. 124, DECEMBER 2002
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Figure 4 illustrates a sequence of these image transformat
applied to an example I-beam like image@20# using the prelimi-
nary implementation of the transformation algorithms. A brief d
scription of each step is given in the following. Although th
description assumes a bitmap image as an input, it can be e
generalized to a gray scale image with a prior application of
appropriate thresholding method.

3.2.1 Dilation. It fattens the image by filling small, isolate
holes and expanding the image boundary~Fig. 4~b!!. It scans the
image and turns a pixel on if a majority of the neighboring pixe
are also on. Definition of majority and neighbor determines
effects of fattening. Since dilation is to eliminate small voids
nonsmooth edges prior to skeletonization, it is unnecessary
smooth images such as the structure in Fig. 2.

3.2.2 Skeletonization.It has an opposite effect to dilation. I
thins the image by expanding small, isolated holes and shrink
the image boundary~Fig. 4~c!!. It scans the image and turn off
pixel if a majority of the neighboring pixels are also off. Defin
tion of majority and neighbor determines the effects of thinnin
Applying dilation before skeletonization prevents the resulti
skeleton from being affected by noises in the original image.

3.2.3 Hough Transform. Although obvious to human eyes
bitmap does not contain information on distinguishable ‘‘lines’’
the image necessary for the subsequent decomposition pro
For this, Hough transform@21# a standard technique for featur
extraction of digital images, is applied after skeletonization.
detects lines in a bitmap image by mapping the image in thex-y
space to a parameter space~the u-r space! using the normal rep-
resentation of a line inx-y space:

Fig. 3 Transformation of a structural topology optimization
output to a product topology graph. „a… output image, „b… ex-
traction of product topology, and „c… resulting product topology
graph. The I-beam like image was adopted from †20‡.
Transactions of the ASME
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Since a pixel (xi ,yi) x-y space corresponds to a sinusoidal cur
xi cosu1yi cosu5r in the u-r space, collinear pixels in thex-y
space have the intersecting sinusoidal lines in theu-r space. Con-
versely, an intersection point (un ,rn) in theu-r space correspond
to a line in thex-y space. Therefore, all lines passing throu
arbitrary pairs of pixels in the image are found by checking
intersection points in theu-r space. The discretization of theu-r
space to compute the sinusoidal lines determines the accura
the detected lines.

The Hough transform is repeatedly applied in the primary l
extraction algorithm described below. Figure 4~d! shows theu-r
space from the initial application to the skeletonized image
generalized form of the Hough transform uses a spline repre
tation of a curve to detect arbitrary curves in the image@22#,
which will be incorporated in the future implementation.

3.2.4 Primary Line Extraction. This algorithm abstracts the
topology of the skeletonized image by selecting primary lines
the x-y space based on the number of pixels they pass thro
Basic procedure is as follows.

1. Do the Hough transform of the image.
2. Select an intersection point in theu-r space with the maxi-

mum number of intersecting lines. If the maximum numb
is below a prespecified value, return.

3. Remove pixels in the image corresponding to the inters
ing lines in 2 and goto 1.

Figure 4~e! shows the extracted three primary lines shown in
different gray scale. The prespecified value in the step 2 to cu
the iteration determines the ‘‘level of abstraction’’ of the extract
topology. The repeated application of the Hough transform
needed since the pixels removed in step 3 may also have bee

Fig. 4 An example of product topology extraction: „a… original
image, „b… dilation, „c… skeletonization, „d… initial Hough trans-
form „shown in u-r space …, „e… primary line extraction, and „f…
topological segmentation.
Journal of Mechanical Design
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the lines not selected in step 2. However, it does not generally
a significant computational overhead since the number of u
moved pixels rapidly decreases after a few iterations. After
above steps, all intersections among the extracted primary l
are also calculated, and the segments of the intersecting prim
lines are labeled separately.

3.2.5 Topological Segmentation.It associates each pixel in
the original image to each segment of the primary lines identifi
above. For each pixel in the original image, it calculates the d
tances to all segments of primal lines, and associates the p
with the primal line segment with the minimum distance. If
pixel is approximately equidistance to multiple segments, it c
responds to an intersection of the primary lines. Figure 4~f! shows
the original image shaded with three distinct segments co
sponding to the three primal lines in Fig. 4~e!.

Occasionally, however, the topological segmentation yield
segmented image with stand-alone~disconnected! pixels at the
intersection of multiple segments. In such cases, the follow
postprocessing is necessary to re-assign these pixels to an
primal line so they can be connected.

1. Select a segment in an image obtained by the topolog
segmentation. If all segments have been checked, return

2. Count the number of disconnected sub-segments. If
number is one, go to 1. Otherwise let the largest s
segment be the primal segment.

3. For each pixel not belonging to the primal segment,
assign the pixel to the primal line to which the majority
the surrounding pixels belong.

4. Go to 1.

After the completion of the extraction of product topology,
product topology graph can be easily constructed by labeling e
segment of the primary lines and each intersection among
primary lines, with a node and an edge in a graph data struct
respectively.

3.3 Decomposition of Product Topology Graphs. We are
interested in obtaining the decomposition of a given structure
the desired number of components that minimally reduces
structural strength due to the introduction of joints. This
achieved by decomposing the product topology graph and the
responding product geometry as illustrated in Fig. 5. The follo
ing assumptions are made at this stage:

• Joining method at every joint is spot weld; hence joints a
strong for shear and compressive loading, but weak in ten
loading.

• The only joint feature considered is the weld angle which
chosen from discrete set of possible values.

• Number of components desired is specified by designer.
• The structure can be decomposed only at the location co

sponding to the edges of the topology graph.

Even for a small number of possible joint locations and we
angles, the number of potential decompositions to be consid
will be very large due to the combinatorial nature of the under
ing graph decomposition problem. In this paper, therefore,
problems is treated as an optimization problem and solved usi
genetic algorithm~GA!. Posing the problem as an optimizatio
allows the efficient exploration of multiple high-performance d
compositions based on given criteria, depending on the we
factor of each criterion. The following sections formulate t
mathematical model of the optimization problem and describe
method used to solve it which is GA.

3.4 Mathematical Model

3.4.1 Definition of the Design Variables.The optimal de-
composition can be posed as a graph partitioning problem@11#.
The members of the structure are mapped to nodes and the i
sections are mapped to multiple edges since they can be joi
DECEMBER 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 595
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more than two members. Therefore, the whole structure can
represented as a graphG5(V,E) with node setV and edge setE.
The problem of optimal decomposition becomes one of findin
partition, P, of the node setV such that the objective function
c(P), is maximized.

Note that the number of nonempty subsets,k, of V, which
constitute the optimal partition, is not defined. Mating features

Fig. 5 Decomposition of a product topology graph and the
corresponding product geometry „a… before decomposition and
„b… after decomposition

Fig. 6 First half of chromosome with binary information

Fig. 7 Second half of chromosome with mating angle
information
596 Õ Vol. 124, DECEMBER 2002
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the joints are major factors affecting structural strength therefo
set,F, of mating features must also be defined to be able to ev
ate different decompositions. As based on previously stated
sumptions,F is the set of possible mating angles at the weld
joints, i.e., the only mating feature considered is the weld ang

The optimal partitioning ofG can be represented mathema
cally by a vectorx5(xi) wherexi is a binary variable represent
ing the presence of edgeei in the decomposition defined by th
partitioning P. From the above, it is obvious thati 51, . . . ,uEu
since there areuEu edges in the topology graph. Finally the pro
lem is defined as:

Given G, the topology graph of the structure,F, set of mating
features andk, number of substructures, find vectorx, partition
representing the optimal decomposition, and vectory, the mating
feature for each joint subject tof (x,y), which is an objective
function to be minimized evaluating the decomposition quality

3.4.2 Definition of the Constraints.The constraint on the
vectorx, which represents the presence of edges, is as follow

COMPONENTS~GRAPH~X!!5K (2)

where

• GRAPH~x! returns a graph after the edges withxi50 in vec-
tor x, have been removed from the original topology grap

• COMPONENTS(G) returns the number of disconnected su
graphs in graphG.

This constraint translates into the fact that the problem asks f
decomposition consisting ofk different structural members. Th
constraint on vectory is as follows:

yiPF (3)

whereF is the set of mating angles at which spot welds can
applied at the joints. One element of setF represents the case fo
no weld at the corresponding joint. The last constraint is impo
on the combination of the vectorsx andy in the following way:

CONNECTED~COMBINED–GRAPH~x,y!!5TRUE (4)

where

• CONNECTED(G) returns TURE if the graphG is connected
and returns FALSE otherwise.

• COMBINED–GRAPH~x,y! returns a graph that consists o
the nodes of the original graph and the edges in vectorsx and
y.

This constraint ensures that the combination of the decompos
given by vectorx and the mating angles given by vectory con-
stitutes a structure which has the same connectivity as the orig
disconnected structure.

3.4.3 Definition of the Objective Function.Objective func-
tion will evaluate each decomposition according to the followi
criteria:

• Reduction of structural strength due to the introduction
joints

• Assembleability of the decomposed structure

To evaluate the decomposition according to the structural stre
criteria, the normal stress at the joints and the area on which
normal stress acts are calculated using the Finite Element ana
of the original bitmap imagebeforeimage processing~Fig. 3~a!!.
The evaluation is based on the difference between the angl
which the normal stress is minimum,u i

ideal, and the chosen weld
ing angle given by vectory because deviation from the ideal ang
means higher normal stress. The stress at the chosen angle m
plied by the weld area provides a measure of force acting on
weld which is also used in evaluating the decrease in strengt
weld with larger area introduces a higher amount of decreas
strength than a weld with smaller area. Since the shape of
Transactions of the ASME
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original image does not change during decomposition process
joint strength is estimated with the FEM result of the origin
image, without re-analyzing each potential decomposition. T
approximation is adopted to ensure the real-time feedback to
designer, essential for tools during the conceptual design sta

To evaluate the decomposition according to the assembleab
criteria, the similarity of weld angles and the number of welds
the decomposition are taken into account. It should be noted
a structure decomposed into the same number of component
have different numbers of welds. For a given number of com
nents, obviously, a lower number of welds and similar weld ang
result in higher assembleability. These criteria result in the follo
ing objective function:

f ~x,y!5w1 (
i 51

Nwelds

~u i2u i
ideal!21w2 (

i 51

Nwelds

~s i~u i !Ai~u i !!

1w3 (
i 51

Nwelds

(
j 5 i 11

Nwelds

~u i2u j !
21w4Nwelds (5)

The variables in the objective function are defined as follows:
x5(xi) xi is a binary variable representing the presence of e

ei in subsetx
y5(yi) yi is discrete variable representing the choice of weld

angle at jointi
wi weight of i th criteria in the objective function
Nwelds total number of welds in the decomposed structure
u i weld angle with respect to vertical direction at jointi
u i

ideal angle of minimum normal stress at jointi
s i(u i) normal stress at jointi at angleu i
Ai(u i) weld area at jointi ~function of u i)
The constraints and objective function combine to give the
lowing optimization problem:

minimize f (x,y) ~as given in Eq.~5!!
subject to

COMPONENTS~GRAPH~x!!5k,

CONNECTED~COMBINED–GRAPH~x,y!!5TRUE

xiP@0,1#, i 51, . . . ,uEu

yiPF, i 51, . . . ,uEu

whereF is the set of mating angles.

3.5 Optimization Method and Implementation

3.5.1 Genetic algorithm. Graph partitioning problem is NP
complete@23# even with simple linear criteria, which is to say th
no polynomial-time algorithm is likely to exist. As a consequen
all known algorithms that solve graph partitioning problems e
actly have run-times exponential to the size of the graph. In
case the cost function is nonlinear and since we cannot af
exponential computation, heuristic algorithms are found to
suitable. More specifically, a genetic algorithm has been use
solve the problem approximately,i.e., the algorithm may not give
an optimal solution all the time.

The decomposition problem has been solved by using a ste
state genetic algorithm. Genetic algorithms@24,25# are a compro-
mise between random and informed search methods, where
ables are mapped to chromosomes and new generations
created by crossover~combining portions of two chromosomes!
and mutation~randomly changing the values in each gene in
chromosome! until a termination condition is satisfied. In thi
project, the termination condition is satisfied when a given nu
ber of generations have evolved. A steady-state genetic algor
@26# has been used and the following is the basic steps of ste
state GA:

1. Randomly create a populationP of n chromosomes~an en-
coded representation of design variables! and evaluate their
Journal of Mechanical Design
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fitness values and store the chromosome with theminimum
fitness value. Also create an empty subpopulationQ.

2. Select two chromosomesci and cj in P with probability
proportional to (f max2fi) and (f max2fi), respectively, where
f i and f j are the fitness value of chromosomeci andcj , and
f max is the maximum fitness inP at the current generation.

3. Crossoverci and cj to generate two new chromosomesci8
andcj8 .

4. Mutateci8 andcj8 with a certain low probability.
5. Evaluate the fitness values ofci8 andcj8 and add them inQ.

If Q contains less than m new chromosomes, go to 2.
6. Replace m chromosomes in P with the ones inQ and empty

Q. Update the best chromosome and increment the gen
tion counter. If the generation counter has reached a p
specified number, terminate the process and return the
chromosome. Otherwise go to 2.

It is assumed that the fitness is to beminimizedin the above steps
Known empirical advantages of steady-state GA@26# are that
SSGA prevents premature convergence of population and rea
an optimal solution with fewer number of fitness evaluations.

3.5.2 Chromosome representation of the problem.Each so-
lution is encoded in a chromosome of the following nature. T
chromosome is of length 2uEu. First uEu genes carry binary infor-
mation about which edges of the topology graph are kept
which are removed to produce a decomposition. If thei th element
of the chromosome is 0, it means that this edge has been c
this particular decomposition represented by this chromoso
The second half of the chromosome carries the information ab
which discrete choice of possible mating angles is chosen fo
given joint. The (uEu1 i th) element carries the choice of matin
angle for thei th joint ~edge in the graph!.

For this project, the possible mating angles have been chose
45, 0, 45, 90 degrees from the vertical and map to gene value
1, 2, 3, 4, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 8. A gene value
zero means no weld at that intersection. The possible weld an
are limited to 45 degree increment since the method is meant t
used during the conceptual design stage, when obtaining the
timal’’ mating angle has less significance then simplicity, due
the uncertainly in the detailed component geometry.

Note that the information carried by the first two half of th
chromosome maps to vectorx and the second half maps to vect
y in the mathematical model. It should also be noted that not ev
chromosome configuration will give a ‘‘real’’ cut. Leaving out o
some edges will still keep the whole structure connected, th
fore, every decomposition has to be checked whether it resul
a graph with at least two disconnected components. Obviou
ideal case isk-disconnected components.

Since chromosomes representing the decompositions carry
different kinds of information (xi is binary andyiPF) the cross-
over and the mutation operators have been customized. The c
over operator treats the first and second halves of the chromos
separately. It implements the cross-over in two steps in which
first halves of chromosomes are crossed with first halves,
second halves are crossed with second halves which is practi
a multi-point cross-over operator. Figure 9 illustrates the cro
over of two chromosomes in the way described. The mutat

Fig. 8 Possible mating angles at the joints
DECEMBER 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 597
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operator is different from traditional mutation operators in tha
increases the probability of mutation for the second half of
chromosome.

3.5.3 Fitness Evaluation of Chromosomes.Since genetic al-
gorithms do not handle constraints directly, the constraints in
mathematical problem formulation have to be translated into p
alty terms. Therefore, the fitness function will consist of two ma
terms which are the objective function valuef (x,y) of the decom-
position and the penalty term which imposes the constraints of
mathematical model.

fitness5 f ~x,y!1penalty terms (6)

where objective functionf (x,y) is given as in Eq.~5!. The mating
angle from the vertical direction,u i , is calculated using the valu
in the (uEu1 i )th gene in the following way:

u i5~gene~ uEu1 i !22!345° (7)

where gene (uEu1 i )PF5$0,1,2,3,4% where 0 means no weld.
Ideal angle at thei th joint, u i

ideal, and stress tensors for eac
weld are obtained through an initial finite element analysis a
stored in lookup tables. Normal stress at jointi at angleu i ,
s i(u i), is calculated using the stress tensor and the mating a
corresponding to the weld.Ai is the weld area calculated using th
weld dimensions and the mating angle, i.e., it is a function of
mating angle,u i . Weld dimensions are calculated initially an
stored in lookup tables.

Number of welds,Nwelds, is the sum of edges for which th
corresponding gene in the first half is zero and the gene in
second half is non-zero. Note that a zero in the first half me
that the intersection has been cut and a non-zero value in
second half means that there is a weld.

The constraint on vectorsx and y are imposed simply by the
chromosome representation of the problem, i.e., genes in the
half of the chromosome are binary values imposing the constr
xiP$0,1% and genes in the second half of the chromosome
only have values from 0 to 4 imposing the conditionyiPF, where
F is the set of possible mating angles. The constraint on the n
ber of components~Eq. ~2!! is imposed as a penalty in the fitne
term:

penalty5ws~COMPONENTS~GRAPH~x!!2k!2 (8)

The constraint to ensure the connectivity of the joined struct
whole ~Eq. ~4!! is implemented by returning a fitness of infinit
~very large number in the software implementation! for decompo-
sitions lacking connectivity, i.e., returning FALSE when passed
the CONNECTED function. Structurally disconnected decom
sitions, which are not feasible, are eliminated by this constr
implementation. The resulting fitness function~to be minimized!
is as follows:

Fig. 9 Cross-over of two chromosomes.
598 Õ Vol. 124, DECEMBER 2002
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fitness55
` if CONNECTED~COMBINED–GRAPH~x,y!!

5TRUE

f ~x,y!1w5~COMPONENTS~GRAPH~x!!2k!2

otherwise

3.5.4 Software Implementation.The implementation has
been done using the C11 programming language. For graph re
resentation and related algorithms, the LEDA library developed
the Max-Planck Institute of Computer Science has been used.
GA implementation the GALib developed at the MIT CAD La
was used. For the finite element analysis of the struct
ABAQUS was used.

4 Examples
This section describes the topology extraction and decomp

tion of two example structures. The first example is a cantileve
structure in Fig. 2 subject a single load, and the second
bridge-like structure subject to multiple point loads. In both e
amples, steel~Young’s modulus 200 GPa; Poisson’s ratio 0.3! is
used as material. The input images are obtained by using the
pology optimization Web site at the Technical University of De
mark ~http://www.topopt.dtu.dkl! and converting gray-scale infor
mation to binary information.

4.1 Cantilever Structure. The cantilever structure show
in Fig. 2 is decomposed to 3 and 4 components. The rectang
design domain of size 45 mm by 22 mm is fixed at the left ed
and subject to downward loadP510 kN at the middle point of
the right edge.

As shown in Fig. 10~f !, all distinct ‘‘members’’ in the input
image are successfully segmented as a result of the image t
formation. Note since the original image in Fig. 10~a! is already
smooth, dilation has little effect as evident from Fig. 10~b!. The
dilation algorithm has been applied using a 333 window and the
Hough transform has been applied using 64 discretization le
for both dimensions of theu-r space.

Figure 11~a! and ~b! show the extracted product topology wit
the label for each member and the resulting product topol
graph, respectively. On the topology graph, the intersectio
which are candidates for joints are also labeled.

The next stage involves the application of the optimizati
method, namely GA, to the obtained product topology graph. T
stage is preceded by a finite element analysis of the original
map image before image processing, where each pixel was tre
as a finite element. Figure 12 shows the resulting von Mises st
plot, where gray scale table on the left ranges from 183 Pa~light!
to 12.3 k Pa~dark!. The results of the finite element analysis a
stored in a look-up table to be used during chromosome eva
tion. The following GA parameters were used:

Fig. 10 Result of topology extraction „a… original image, „b…
dilation, „c… skeletonization, „d… initial Hough transform „shown
in u-r space …, „e… primary line extraction, and „f … topological
segmentation
Transactions of the ASME
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• Population size5200
• Number of generations51000
• Replacement percentage530%
• Crossover probability50.9
• Mutation probability50.1 ~double for second half of chromo

some since it carries non-binary information!

Since the fitness evaluations do not involve finite element an
ses, the computation takes, for example, less than one minute
with a 200 MHz Pentium laptop computer with a 32 MB RAM

The solution for the case when three components were spec
is represented by the chromosome shown in Table 1. Figure
illustrates the decomposition of the product topology graph t
this chromosome maps to and the corresponding product dec
position. It is observed that the resulting decomposition isnot
symmetric, while the original structure is symmetric. Since
symmetricity is imposed in the problem formulation, the alg
rithm simply chose the decomposition as low fitness value as
sible, which happened to be asymmetric~see Fig. 15 for compari-
son! for this 3-component decomposition. In fact, a seemin
‘‘natural’’ symmetric decomposition consisting of three membe
$1, 3, 6%, $2, 0, 7% and$4, 5% gives higher objective function valu
~i.e., is a worse decomposition! for this particular run. The dashe
lines in the graph represent the edges that have been cut durin

Fig. 11 Construction of the product topology graph: „a… ex-
tracted product topology and „b… the resulting product topol-
ogy graph

Fig. 12 von Mises stress plot of the original bitmap image. The
gray scale table on the left ranges from 183 MPa „light … to 12.3
GPa „dark …. Maximum stress in the structure is approximately
500 MPa.

Table 1 Resulting chromosome for 3-component
decomposition.

Fig. 13 Resulting decomposition of „a… the product topology
graph, and „b… the structure decomposed into 3 components
Journal of Mechanical Design
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decomposition and have been selected as the welding points.
noteworthy that only some of the edges in the graph, which h
been cut, have been selected as welding locations as a result o
objective to minimize number of welds. However, the connect
ity of the initial structure is still preserved.

The results obtained satisfy the defined criteria for a good
composition. Desired number of components of decompo
structure has been achieved, i.e., the decomposition has t
components. For three components, a decomposition with th
welds has been found where three is the minimum number
welds needed to preserve connectivity. The objective to have s
lar weld angles has also been achieved. Table 2 shows a sum
of the obtained and ideal joint angles. All welds are chosen to
at angle three~45 deg!. These results intuitively make sense sin
45 deg is the maximum shear angle for cantilever beam subjec
pure bending, indicated by the closeness tou ideal shown in the
third column of Table 2. A close examination of the optimizatio
results indicates all joints are in fact are under compression
shear. Figure 14 shows the typical optimization history. Ma
improvements in the fitness value are achieved during the first
generations.

The solution that the optimization algorithm found when fo
components were specified was represented by the chromos
shown in Table 3. Figure 15 illustrates the decomposition of
product topology graph into four components that this chrom
some maps to and the corresponding product decomposition
this case, the resulting decomposition is symmetric, adding
joint at edge 13 to the 3-component decomposition in Fig.
Table 4 shows a summary of the obtained and ideal joint ang
Again, all welds are under compression and shear. The minim
number of welds needed to preserve connectivity has b
achieved which is four. The objective to have similar weld ang
has also been achieved, i.e., all welds are at angle three w
maps to 45 deg from the vertical direction.

4.2 Bridge-like Structure. As a second example, the
bridge-line structure shown in Fig. 16 is decomposed to 4 an
components. The rectangular design domain of size 44 mm by
mm is simply supported at the lower left corner and fixed at t
lower right corner, and subject to three downward loads of 3 kN
the location shown in Fig. 16. Figure 17 show the topology e
traction process of this structure. The window size for the dilati

Table 2 Joint angles in the 3-component decomposition

Fig. 14 Optimization history of 3 component decomposition of
the cantilever

Table 3 Resulting chromosome for 4-component
decomposition
DECEMBER 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 599
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algorithm is 3 by 3 and theu-r space for Hough transform i
discretized to 128 by 128. In Fig. 17~a!, the middle two segments
in the structure became slightly wider than the left one after
binarization of the grayscale image in Fig. 16~obtained as a GIF
image at http://www.topopt.dtu.dk/!, due to a numerical error.

The segmentation of the image results in the product topol
graph shown in Fig. 18. While the input structure is symmet
the product topology graph in Fig. 18~b! is asymmetric. This is
because member 3 was not segmented adjacent to member
Fig. 17~e! due to the noise in the original binary image~Fig.
17~a!!. Figure 19 shows the von Mises stress plot of the fin
element analyses of this bitmap image.

The parameters for GA are the same as the first example, ex
that the population size is increased to 400. The result o
4-component decomposition is given in Fig. 20. The decomp
tion is asymmetric. Table 5 shows some deviation from the id
joint angle and the obtained joint angles in edge 13 and 17

Fig. 15 Resulting decomposition of „a… the product topology
graph, and „b… the structure decomposed into 4 components

Table 4 Joint angles in the 4-component decomposition

Fig. 16 Structural topology design of a bridge-like structure
for maximum stiffness occupying 30% of the design domain

Fig. 17 Result of topology extraction „a… original image, „b…
dilation, „c… skeletonization, „d… initial Hough transform „shown
in u-r space …, „e… primary line extraction, and „f … topological
segmentation
600 Õ Vol. 124, DECEMBER 2002
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close examination of the optimization results indicate this was d
to the effect of the second term in the objective function~Eq. ~5!!,
which tries to minimize the force acting on the prospective join

Figure 21 and Table 6 show the result of the same struct
decomposed to 6 components. Although the joint locations are
completely symmetric~Fig. 21~a!!, the corresponding component
are symmetric~Fig. 21~b!!. Similar to the case of 4-componen
decomposition, deviations from ideal angles are exhibited at jo
in Table 6, which are subject to relatively a large force.

5 Discussion and Future Work
The presented method seems capable of quickly evaluating

didate decompositions according to the defined criteria. The
sults in the examples satisfy the defined criteria for a good dec
position. Desired number of components of decomposed struc

Fig. 18 Construction of the product topology graph: „a… ex-
tracted product topology and „b… the resulting product topol-
ogy graph

Fig. 19 von Mises stress plot of the original bitmap image. The
gray scale table on the left ranges from 71 MPa „light … to 11.6
GPa „dark …. Maximum stress in the structure is approximately
500 MPa.

Fig. 20 Resulting decomposition of „a… the product topology
graph, and „b… the structure decomposed into 4 components

Table 5 Joint angles in the 4-component decomposition

Fig. 21 Resulting decomposition of „a… the product topology
graph, and „b… the structure decomposed into 6 components
Transactions of the ASME
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has been achieved in both results. Chosen weld angles elim
tensile stress on welds, i.e., all welds are under compression.
number of welds has been minimized in all solutions. The obj
tive to have similar weld angles has also been achieved. In b
solutions all welds are at the same angle.

In the examples, the weight for each criterion is determin
through many trials. It is observed that the results of decomp
tion vary depending on the weights. Since different weight c
yield a different high-performance, if not Pareto-optimal, deco
position, it is expected the method can be an effective explora
tool during the conceptual design stage.

The future work includes the adoption of more decomposit
criteria such as the distance between welding spots, the acc
bility of welding spots, the ease of fixturing during assembly, a
the ease of component manufacturing. Also, more detailed m
eling of joint features can be done to achieve more accurate ev
ation of the effect of joints on overall structural strength. Fina
the extension to 3-D structures is necessary for the demonstr
of the effective in practical examples.
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